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Sammanfattning 
I detta examensarbete undersöks stödstrukturer för en polymer-pulverbaserad process 
kallad XXXXXXXX. Dessa strukturer är väsentliga för de flesta aditiv tillverkning. Med 
hjälp av metoden "Design of Experiment" (DoE) undersöks effekten av flera faktorer på 
fem industriellt viktiga egenskaper för stödstrukturer. DoE beskriver både planeringen 
och analysen av experiment. Experimenten planeras i en fraktionerad faktoriell 211-5 
design med 64 provexemplar vilket resulterar i en upplösning av IV. Dataanalysen 
genomförs med hjälp av ANOVA-metoden, med vilken signifikansen av effekter och 
interaktionseffekter kan undersökas. 
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Abstract 
In this thesis, support structures of a polymer powder based process called 
XXXXXXXX™ are examined. These structures are crucial for most additive 
manufacturing processes. The effects of several factors on five industrially important 
characteristics of support structures are examined by use of the Design of Experiment 
(DoE) method. It describes the planning as well as the analysis of the experiments. The 
experiments are planned in a fractional factorial 211-5 design with 64 specimens, resulting 
in a resolution of IV. The analysis of the data is done by use of the ANOVA method, with 
which the significance of effects and interaction effects are checked.  
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1. Introduction 

„To consult the statistician after an experiment is finished is often merely to 

ask him to conduct a post mortem examination. He can perhaps say what the 

experiment died of.“ [Fisher, 1938] 

1.1. Motivation & aim 

The motivation for this degree project is based on several factors. At first it needs 

to be said that additive manufacturing in general has gotten over the peak of 

inflated expectations and through the trough of disillusionment when looking at 

the hype cycle. Today, these manufacturing techniques are being further 

developed from companies with the goal to produce parts in a productive, 

economic and efficient way, mainly for small part series and spare part 

production. That’s why not only the manufacturing process steps but the whole 

additive manufacturing process chains are being improved and optimised. This 

degree project is written from the perspective of the department of production 

planning. In this department, the design of support structures, described in 

section 2.2, is one of the work steps to be done. This should be executed in a 

way that the subsequent process steps are not negatively influenced. The 

XXXXXXXX™ process, which is described in section 2.1, is currently in 

development, so that the aim of this degree project is the foundation of a support 

structure strategy. In other words, this study lays the first and important basis on 

which further development of such a strategy can be done. This shall be achieved 

by screening factors of the support structures on their influence. Additionally, it 

needs to be mentioned that at the time of the conduction of this degree project 

only one machine worldwide was capable of performing the XXXXXXXX™ 

process due to special hard- and software changes defined by Airbus. This 

machine was located in western Germany. As the XXXXXXXX™ process was in 

development on this machine, the availability of build jobs for this degree project 

was limited. These boundary conditions have to be dealt with and result in the 

need of a highly efficient experimental design to generate as much knowledge as 

possible from a small amount of data. For this reason, the statistical method 

called Design of Experiments is used, which does not only consider the analysis 
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of data acquired by experiments but also the planning of experiments before they 

are conducted. This method is to the current knowledge of the author neither 

used widely in the company nor taught in depth on university level. Therefore, its 

advantages should be highlighted with this degree project.  

The topic of this degree project satisfies human and environmental needs as a 

more developed and stable manufacturing process leads to less scrap and more 

first-time-right build jobs. This does not strain the environment as much and is 

also more economical for the company. Additionally, the improvement of the 

aviation industry in general gives the opportunity for a more efficient and clean 

way of connecting the world. Other ethical and social aspects are not covered in 

this degree project. 

1.2. Structure of the thesis 

The thesis starts with a theoretical section in which additive manufacturing in 

general is explained. The XXXXXXXX™ process and the support structures are 

being focussed on in more detail in this section as well. Afterwards the Design of 

Experiments method is explained with respect to the fundamentals of statistics, 

the experimental design and the analysis of the conducted experiments. In the 

third and main part of the thesis, the application of the method on the theory 

regarding the support structures is presented, focussing on the design of the 

experiments at first, followed by a description and discussion of the results and a 

conclusion at the end. The thesis is finalized with an outlook on possible future 

developments in this field of application.  
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2. Theory: Additive Manufacturing in aviation 

The theoretical section of this degree project covers additive manufacturing (AM) 

with a focus on the applications in aviation industry. Over the last years the 

importance of additive manufacturing has increased in general, especially in the 

aviation sector this manufacturing technique offers new opportunities. In additive 

manufacturing, material is joined together in a controlled way to create a part in 

contrast with subtractive manufacturing (e.g. milling) where material is removed.  

BAE Systems for example produces spare parts for their regional jet BAE 146 

with additive manufacturing [airliners.de, 2014]. Within the European Merlin 

project, in which Rolls-Royce and MTU are involved among others, the 

possibilities of printed fan blades are researched [Hegmann, 2014]. Boeing and 

its suppliers use a laser sintering process for the production of components for 

their environmental control system. Complicatedly shaped pipes are additively 

manufactured not only for military purposes but also for civil aircraft like the 

Boeing 787 [Wohlers, 2013]. Since 2012, Airbus also works on the certification 

and utilization of different additive manufacturing techniques for their aircraft 

programs [Steinke, 2015].  

There are various reasons for the interest of the aviation industry in additive 

manufacturing: 

•  The production of spare parts for older aircraft programs in which the 

supply chains could not be kept available, e.g. because of insolvency or 

closure of a plant, is possible without big investments. 

•  Components with small quantities can be produced economically with 

additive manufacturing as no expensive and unprofitable tools would need 

to be bought for the primary shaping. 

•  Processing times can be reduced compared to other time intensive 

production methods, especially for design changes at short notice.  

•  Customized solutions and rapid prototyping are possible with AM to test 

and implement new ideas quickly. 

•  Functionally integrated components are feasible. 
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•  Weight savings can be achieved due to bionic and topologically optimized 

structures, as most of these structures can only be produced with additive 

manufacturing. Only by exploiting the additional degrees of freedom of 

these manufacturing techniques, additive manufacturing can unlock its full 

potential [Sasse, 2016]. 

•  For complex structures which are in general producible with conventional 

methods, AM can lead to lower production costs as seen in Figure 2-1: For 

simple geometries like a regular cylinder, the production with subtractive 

methods is very economic as there is little material that needs to be 

removed from the raw material block. This results in a low buy-to-fly ratio, 

which describes the relation between the mass of the raw material (buy) 

to the mass of the flying component after manufacturing (fly). Additionally, 

the production time for these simple components is low with conventional 

methods. In general, the more complex a component gets, the higher the 

buy-to-fly ratio and the production time with subtractive methods, which 

results in higher production costs. For additive manufacturing the 

complexity of a produced component is free, as the part is virtually sliced 

into layers before production and every layer is produced similarly to the 

others. In fact, the main driver for the costs of additive manufactured 

components is their print time which is linked to their mass, so complex 

but optimized and light parts are cheaper to produce than bulky parts. 

 

Figure 2-1 Comparison of costs between AM and conventional manufacturing [Sasse, 2016] 
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In Figure 2-2 one can see that additive manufacturing has not only found 

applications in the aerospace sector but also in many other industries. With a 

share of 18.2% the aerospace sector is in second place, just behind the leading 

industrial / business machines sector with a share of 18.8%.  

The term “additive manufacturing” contains a lot of different manufacturing 

principles which in itself are divided into several actual manufacturing methods. 

The major manufacturing principles are: [Meyer, 2016] 

•  Sheet lamination: A sheet of a material is bonded to the component and 

cut precisely afterwards, repeat for all layers 

•  Binder jetting: Liquid binder is selectively injected into a layer of powder, 

the binder is cured, repeat for all layers 

•  Material jetting: UV curable resin is selectively distributed in one layer, 

curing with UV light, repeat for all layers 

•  Vat Photopolymerization: A platform is lowered in a basin of UV curable 

resin, selective exposure to UV light, repeat after lowering the platform 

•  Material Extrusion: Extrusion of material filament through nozzle 

•  Powder Bed Fusion: Layer of powder is spread and then selectively heated 

to achieve bonding between the powder particles, repeat for all layers  

As the manufacturing technique in this degree project operates under the powder 

bed fusion principle, this process will be described in more detail in the following.  

 

Figure 2-2 Usage of AM in the different industries [Wohlers and Campbell, 2017] 
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2.1. XXXXXXXX™ 

The additive manufacturing process which is treated in this degree project is a 

polymer powder bed fusion process called XXXXXXXX™, patented and currently 

in development by Airbus. The basic principle of this process can be seen in 

Figure 2-3. In the first process step, a roller recoater distributes a thin layer of 

powder particles evenly on the build platform (1). These particles are then 

selectively melted by a laser/scanner unit (2). The particles congeal by cooling 

due to thermal conduction and merge to a solid layer. The non-melted powder 

particles remain in the build chamber and are removed after the build process 

has been finished. By lowering the build platform by one layer thickness (3) and 

distributing the powder with the recoater again (1), the second layer is solidified 

(2) and connected to the first layer. The heated build chamber is filled with 

nitrogen to avoid material oxidation. The flow of the nitrogen is also controlled to 

ensure that no powder is blown away but smoulder and particles that are 

splashed in the air by the laser are carried away. [Gebhardt, 2013, pp. 157-158] 

 

Figure 2-3 Basic principle of the XXXXXXXX™ process [Gebhardt, 2013] 

(1) 
recoater 

(2) 

laser/scanner unit 

lowerable 

build platform 

(3) 
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The input uploaded on the 3D-printer firstly is the part geometry as an STL-file. 

This file format represents the part only by its surface. This surface is meshed 

with several triangles [Wikipedia, 2018]. Secondly the orientation of the part in 

the build chamber needs to be defined. The coordinate system of the 3D-printer 

is located in one corner of the build platform. The x- and y-axis span the build 

plane and the z-axis points upwards.  

The laser used in the XXXXXXXX™ process is a CO2 laser. The beam diameter 

is variable so that the outline of the parts can be scanned very precisely with a 

small diameter and the inside filling of the part can be done quicker with a large 

beam diameter. The control of the laser beam is done by so called “galvos”. 

These are two orthogonally aligned motor driven mirrors, which are used to guide 

the laser beam to every point on the build platform. To ensure high scan speeds, 

these mirrors need to be light. The reduction of the inertia is usually done by 

cutting off the unused edges of the mirrors. As the focus of these two galvos 

describes a spherical shell and not a plane, it is necessary to insert a so-called 

F-theta lens behind the two mirrors. Because of this, the focus stays in the build 

plane for all deflections of the laser beam. This can be seen in Figure 2-4. To 

ensure a small focus diameter, a telescope is positioned in front of the first mirror, 

which widens the beam and unites it afterwards to a parallel beam batch that can 

be focused very finely. The galvos, the F-theta lens and the telescope are called 

the scanner and together with the laser yield the laser/scanner unit. [Gebhardt, 

2013, pp. 81-83] 

 

Figure 2-4 Effect of the F-theta lens on the focus surface [Laserzentrum Nord, 2016] 

with F-theta lens without F-theta lens 
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After the building process has been finished, the solidified part and the 

surrounding powder are taken out of the 3D-printer and put into a separate 

station, the so-called Break-Out Station (BOS). In this station the powder cake is 

cooled down and the surrounding powder is removed from the part. This powder 

is afterwards being reused again. Additionally, the support structures, explained 

in more detail in section 2.2, are broken off the part. As the shop floor should not 

be contaminated with fallen off powder, the working chamber in the BOS is a 

closed system. The operator can work in the chamber through holes in the BOS, 

which are sealed by plastic gloves. This is visualized in Figure 2-5. After the part 

is taken out of the BOS, the remaining adherent powder is removed from the part 

by dry blasting.  

 

Figure 2-5 Break-Out Station 

The intended outcome of the XXXXXXXX™ process (or more general of any 

manufacturing process) is a part in quality that is low in cost and time to produce. 

These outputs are influenced by a lot of factors, originating from different sources 

like the user/operator of the 3D-printer, the process preparation, the part 

geometry, the 3D-printer itself, the process, the material and the post-processing. 

A variety of these factors are collected in the Ishikawa diagram in Figure 2-6. This 

describes the influencing factors for the closely related SLM process, which works 

in a very similar way as the XXXXXXXX™ process but by selectively melting 

metal powder. 
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Figure 2-6 Ishikawa diagram [Rehme, 2010]
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2.2. Support structures 

To manufacture an accurate part, it is necessary to generate support structures 

connected to certain positions on the part. These support structures are produced 

in the same way as the part by selectively melting the powder but need to be 

removed after the manufacturing process has been finished. One purpose of 

these structures is to compensate thermal distortion in the layer due to local 

temperature differences and recrystallization of the melted material. The other 

purposes of the support structures are the dissipation of heat from inside the layer 

and to ensure the build-up of the layer as the unmelted powder would not have 

enough structural integrity to hold a new layer above. This is usually necessary 

for all surfaces with an angle to the z-axis greater than a certain maximum 

overhang angle. To connect part and supports to the metallic build plate, the first 

layers are solidified over the whole area. The choice of support structures should 

be done with care, as they take time to build and to remove from the part as well 

as material to produce and money to dispose afterwards [Sasse, 2016, p. 31]. 

The previously mentioned thermal stresses occur due to the localized melting 

process, in which the laser hits and melts the powder causing thermal expansion 

in the peripheral volumes of the melting pool. Afterwards the melted material 

cools down and solidifies causing the material to shrink, which leaves residual 

stresses in the printed line. This is visualized in Figure 2-7.  

 

Figure 2-7 Localized melting process causes thermal stresses [Rossmann, 2016] 
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The accumulation of these stresses results in thermal warping which needs to be 

counteracted by the support structure during the manufacturing process. After the 

support structure has been removed, these stresses can be released causing a 

deformation of the part. This effect is the called “spring-back” effect and can be 

seen in Figure 2-8 on a double cantilever beam. [Rossmann, 2016] 

It is similar to the “spring-in” phenomenon seen in composite materials due to the 

difference in thermal coefficients of the materials. [Svanberg, 2002] 

 

Figure 2-8 Double cantilever with contained and released thermal stresses [Rossmann, 2016] 

 

At Airbus, the support structures for the XXXXXXXX™ process are created with 

the software Magics from the company Materialise. This software offers several 

different geometrical ways of realizing support structures. Very small surfaces 

and downward facing points can be supported with the point support. Thin 

surfaces or edges can be supported with the line support. If there are overhangs 

located high in the build chamber, a support structure between two surfaces of 

the part can help. This is the so-called gusset support. Round surfaces can be 

supported with the web support. If a larger area needs support, the contour 

support and the block support are good options. For an easier removal, all of 

these support structures have teeth at the contact areas to the part. The different 

kinds of support structures can be seen in Figure 2-9.  

 

Figure 2-9 Different kinds of support structures [Materialise, 2018] 

point web gusset line block contour 
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As the block support is investigated in this degree project, it is going to be 

described a little more in depth: The block support consists of a grid below the 

supported surface of the part. This grid is fairly strong and provides good 

properties against thermal distortion. The spacing of the grid, the grid angle, the 

thickness of the grid and all parameters regarding the teeth can be changed in 

the software. If the surfaces of the part that need support are high up in the build 

chamber a lot of support structure would be needed. A way to get around this 

problem is to start with a stem close to the build platform that diverges higher up 

and spreads out so that all necessary surfaces of the part are supported. As these 

kinds of structures look like trees, they are called tree supports. 
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3. Method: Design of Experiments 

The method used in this degree project is the ‘Design of Experiments’. For 

convenience reasons this is abbreviated with DoE. Based on statistical principles, 

DoE contains not only the planning and design of the structure of an experiment 

but also the analysis and examination for statistically significant effects. 

Therefore, this section covers some basic principles of statistics, followed by a 

description of the experimental design prior to the conduction of the experiment 

and the methods to analyse the experiment after it has been conducted. The 

methods used in this degree project are summarized and available in more detail 

in the respective literature. 

3.1. Fundamentals of statistics 

Statistics in general can be referred to as the art and science of describing, 

interpreting and analysing data. Its goal is to gain information from data, which is 

especially critical when the data set is large, as long lists of numbers often cannot 

provide useful information. The organization, reduction and summary of the data 

to reasonable information lays in the field of descriptive statistics. This is done by 

effective methods which organize the data into charts, graphs and summary 

tables. [Viljoen and van der Mere, 2000, p. 7-1] 

Data can be categorized in different types. The data types that should be 

distinguished for this degree project are qualitative data and quantitative data. 

Qualitative (or categorical) data can additionally be divided into nominal data and 

ordinal data. They differ in that nominal data just labels the information (e.g. male 

/ female) while ordinal data has mathematical meaning (e.g. restaurant rating on 

a scale from 1 to 5). Quantitative (or numerical) data can be divided into 

continuous data (e.g. real numbers) and count data (nonnegative integers, e.g. 

number of children in a family). [Pulletikurti, 2015] 
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3.1.1. Samples and their parameters 

Doing research by statistical inference can usually be described as finding or 

consolidating rules and regularities on all items carrying the same feature. The 

entirety if these items is called the population. In most cases it is not feasible or 

even possible to investigate these rules on every single item in the population. 

Therefore, the need is to examine a subset of items of the population, which is 

called a sample. The sample needs to be representative of the population and 

needs to be chosen randomly. [Käppler, 2015, p.52] 

The sample usually contains more than one observation: 

��, ��, … , �� , … , �� (3-1) 

These observations will never be exactly the same. It is therefore crucial to 

investigate properties on more than one observation. The number of observations 

in one sample is called the sample size n. [Lingenhoff, 2017, p.6] 

In order to summarize the different observations, especially for large sample 

sizes, some key parameters are introduced which give information about the 

central tendency and the spread of the observations. The most important and 

known parameter characterizing the central tendency of the sample is the mean. 

The mean is calculated as the sum of all observations divided by the sample size 

�̅ = 1� � ��
�

���  (3-2) 

Another parameter to determine the central tendency of the sample is the median. 

It separates the sample in two evenly large groups. Above and beneath the 

median are the same amount of observations.  

��� = � ������ �                               if � is odd12 &����� + �������(             if � is even (3-3) 
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Similar to the median, other quantiles can be calculated which divide the sample 

into differently sized sections. Of special importance are the quartiles. The lower 

or first quartile divides the sample in the ratio of 1:3 and the upper or third quartile 

divides the sample in the ratio of 3:1. The median as well as the quartiles can be 

seen in Figure 3-1 [Lingenhoff, 2017, p.7] 

The spread of the observations can be described by the variance s². This 

parameter is calculated as the squared difference of each observation to the 

mean, summed up over all observations and divided by the sample size n minus 

one. As the differences are squared, the unit of the variance is also squared 

compared to the actual units of the observations. Therefore, the variance is 

harder to interpret. To compensate this disadvantage, the standard deviation s is 

introduced, which is just the square root of the variance: [Käppler, 2015, p. 87] 

� = ,Σ.�� − �01�� − 1  (3-4) 

The parameters describing the samples are in the literature often denoted with 

Latin symbols and the parameters of the populations are often denoted with 

Greek symbols.  

3.1.2. Probability distributions 

The normal (or Gauß) distribution plays a key role in statistics and applies not 

only for natural but also for technical random variables. This relation is further 

described in section 3.3.1. The probability density of the normal distribution is 

defined below and provides information about the probability of the occurrence of 

a specific observation dependent of the mean 2 and the standard deviation � of 

the population 

�.�1 = 1√24� �5.65718�98  (3-5) 
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The simplest case of the normal distribution is the standard normal distribution. It 

has a mean of 2 = 0 and a standard deviation of � = 1. It has the advantage that 

its values are summarized in tables and all other normal distribution can be 

calculated by linear transformation. The probability density curve of the standard 

normal distribution can be seen in Figure 3-1. The cumulative distribution function 

represents the integral of the probability density function. The cumulated 

probabilities always sum up to 1 or 100%, respectively. This function is also 

shown in Figure 3-1 [Lingenhoff, 2017, p.7] 

Another important probability distribution is the F-distribution. It is also known as 

Snedecor’s F-distribution or Fisher-Snedecor distribution and named after 

Ronald Fisher and George W. Snedecor. The former named Fisher is going to 

occur in this degree project in section 3.2 as well. The F-distribution is, like the 

normal distribution, also a continuous distribution and uses two independent 

degrees of freedom as parameters. It is most often used in a test, the so-called 

F-test, to examine if a statistically significant difference between two populations 

exists. This will be explained in more detail in section 3.3.1. [Johnson et al., 1995] 

In the respective literature one can find in depth descriptions of the F-distribution 

and pictures of the probability density and cumulative distribution function. This 

will not be focused on here, as a deeper understanding of the F-distribution does 

not give a deeper understanding into the theory of this degree project. 

 

Figure 3-1 Standard normal distribution: Probability density function (left) and cumulative 

distribution function (right) [Lingenhoff, 2017, p. 8] 
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3.1.3. Hypothesis testing 

In most cases one does not only want to describe the existing data but also want 

to infer regularities from it. To achieve this, it is important to distinguish between 

real effects and apparent effects that were generated through random chance. If 

one hypothesizes the existence of an effect, one quickly comes to the conclusion 

that it is very complicated if even possible to prove this hypothesis to be true. 

Nevertheless, it is possible to falsify the hypothesis and reject it when the 

observations deviate significantly from the consequences of the hypothesis. This 

idea is the basis of hypothesis testing. Here, the hypothesis that there exists no 

effect is introduced as the null hypothesis H0 (e.g. 2� = 2�) and is the opposite of 

what wants to be proven true. This opposite hypothesis is called the alternative 

hypothesis H1 and states that there is a significant effect (e.g. 2� ≠ 2�). With this, 

the level of evidence of rejecting H0 becomes the level of evidence of showing 

the existence of an effect.  

This level of evidence of rejecting H0 is called the significance level �. The value 

that � is compared to is the p-value. This is the probability of the occurrence of 

observations with the same or greater magnitude as the actual made 

observations, given the null hypothesis H0 is true. If p is smaller than �, the null 

hypothesis H0 is rejected and a significant effect is existing with a probability of 

mistaking of p. If p is greater than �, the null hypothesis is failed to be rejected. 

The respective confidence level of an effect existing is defined as 1 − �. [Siebertz 

et al., 2017, pp. 75, 102-103, 110] 

This results in four possible scenarios when executing the hypothesis testing: 

decision 

reality 

H0 failed to reject .< > �1 

H0 rejected .< < �1 

H0 is true  

(no effect 

existing) 

Correct decision  

(True positive) 

A not significant effect is 

considered significant - Type I 

error (False positive / �-risk) 

H0 is false 

(effect 

existing) 

A significant effect is not 

detected - Type II error 

(False negative / �-risk) 

Correct decision 

(True negative) 

Table 3-1 Error types 
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The rate of Type I errors, meaning the probability of rejecting a true null 

hypothesis, is described by �. Type II errors occur when a false null hypothesis 

is not rejected. The probability of the occurrence of these errors is called �. The 

counterpart of � is called the power of the test to identify a false null hypothesis 

(1 − �). It is usually desired to keep � as low as possible. But this decreases the 

power 1 − � of the test and increases the probability of a type II error. Therefore 

a compromise has to be found. [Lingenhoff, 2017, p. 23] 

In the long history of hypothesis testing, the strategy of controlling the �-risk has 

proven itself successful. By this, one can ensure that the probability of falsely 

identifying a non-significant effect as a significant one is maximum 5% or 10%. 

The �-risk is assessed through the sample size. The factors that influence the 

choice of the significance level are: [Siebertz et al., 2017, pp. 102, 109] 

1. The relevance of the effect: If the effect is extremely relevant (safety critical 

/ humans could get hurt) a small significance level should be chosen.  

2. The magnitude of the effect: A strong effect can be identified with a lower 

power 1-� and therefore also with a lower significance level �.  

3. The costs of testing: If a test is comparably cheap, the significance level 

can be set low and the power of the test can be increased by using a large 

sample size.  

As mentioned before, the power is adjusted through the sample size and mainly 

influenced by the significance level � and magnitude of the effect. Nevertheless 

other influencing factors are also present: [Siebertz et al., 2017, p.128] 

1. The standard deviation of the sample: The higher the variability in the data 

the more tests are necessary to identify significant effects.  

2. The levels of the factors: The terms levels and factors are going to be 

described in more detail in section 3.2.1 and are not part of the classical 

hypothesis testing. 
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3.2. Experimental design 

Designing and executing experiments has a long tradition in science and can be 

as comprehensible that it is a key part of the earliest steps of natural sciences in 

most educational systems around the world. The most common strategy of 

conducting experiments in schools is the OFAT (One Factor at A Time) or OVAT 

(One Variable at A Time) method. In this method a starting point is chosen for 

each factor. Then all factors except one are held constant while the one is varied 

over its range and the response is measured. Although the OFAT method is easy 

to understand, it also has some major disadvantages, like the lack of information 

about the interaction of any of the factors. [Montgomery, 2013, p. 4] 

Other criticism of this method is that it “depends upon guesswork, luck, 

experience and intuition for its success”. It also requires a big amount of 

resources to carry out the experiment without providing a lot of information about 

the process. This makes these experiments unreliable, time consuming and 

overall inefficient. Additionally, OFAT can give false impressions about optimum 

conditions for a process. [Antony, 2014, p. 1] 

Another method of conducting an experiment is the best-guess approach. It is 

frequently used by engineers and scientists in practice. As the experimenters 

often have a good technical or theoretical knowledge, as well as considerable 

practical experience about the system they are investigating, the best-guess 

approach often works reasonably well. The procedure of this method is that some 

factors in a system are changed based on the results of a previous experiment to 

find the optimal settings for all factors. One can easily see why this method is 

called the best-guess method. It has at least two major disadvantages. First, if 

the initial best-guess does not produce the desired results, the experimenter has 

to take another guess at the correct combination of factor levels. This iteration 

could repeat a lot of times without the guarantee of success. Second, if the initial 

best-guess provides acceptable results, the experimenter is tempted to stop the 

experiments with no guarantee that the optimal solution has been found. One can 

say that the best-guess approach is sometimes able to find factors that give an 

acceptable result, but it does not provide a deeper knowledge about the process 

and the influence and interaction of the factors. [Montgomery, 2013, p. 4] 
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To challenge these two methods, Sir Ronald Fisher developed the Design of 

Experiments (DoE) method in the early 1920s at the Rothamsted Agricultural 

Field Research Station in London. Initially, he was investigating in the effect of 

various fertilizers on different plots of land. The basic principles and the 

methodical approach are described in the following sections. [Antony, 2014, p. 2] 

The big advantages of the DoE method are, that it provides not only knowledge 

about the effect of factors but also about the interaction between them. 

Additionally, the use of data is very efficient compared to the other strategies of 

experimentation. [Montgomery, 2013, p. 6] 

3.2.1. Basic terms 

In section 3.2 a lot of terms like “system”, “factor”, “response”, “effect” and 

“interaction” were used. To illustrate a little better what these terms mean, they 

are described in more detail in this section, as they are from key importance for 

the DoE method. 

The system (also called process) is the construct that should be investigated. It 

needs to have clearly defined boundaries, the system boundaries. The system 

should be robust and stable, meaning it should produce the same output with the 

same input. A general model of the system can be seen in Figure 3-2.  

 

Figure 3-2 General model of a process / system [Antony, 2014, p. 8] 
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In Figure 3-2 one can also identify other terms that need to be explained. Inputs 

and outputs are the parameters that the system does work on. An injection 

moulding process for example uses liquid material (input) with certain properties 

and changes it into solid material (output) with other properties. The change from 

the input to the output is dependent on several variables. Examples for variables 

in general are “people, materials, methods, environment, machines and 

procedures” [Antony, 2014, p. 7]. Some of them cannot be controlled and are 

therefore called uncontrollable variables Z. They are located outside of the 

system boundaries and are usually a disturbance of the process, so one should 

try to keep them constant. Other variables are located inside of the system 

boundaries and can be controlled by the experimenter. These variables are called 

controllable variables X. In general, it is possible for these to be set so that an 

optimal performance of the process is obtained. The variables investigated in the 

designed experiment are called factors and are a subset of all controllable 

variables. Of course, the variables that are considered most influential should fall 

into this subset. In cases of doubt, a higher number of factors should be 

considered to be on the safe side. The actual values of these factors are called 

levels. Especially in the early phases of the investigation a higher level difference 

should be considered to ensure a higher influence in the outputs. This is 

nevertheless limited by the need of an operative process as every single factor 

needs to stay in a realistic range. If there are only two levels considered for a 

factor, they can be represented not by their actual values but by a (-) for the lower 

setting and a (+) for the higher setting. [Siebertz et al., 2017, pp. 4-6, 149] 

The subset of outputs that is measured in the designed experiment are called the 

responses Y. They should be “specific, measurable and yield a practical value” 

[Antony, 2014, p. 36] to the experimenter. Usually there not only one response is 

considered but more. To ensure the calculation of the magnitude of effects, the 

responses should have mathematical meaning and be from the continuous data 

type for the best case. [Siebertz et al., 2017, p. 4] 
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Another term that was used before was “effect”. The impact of one factor on one 

response is called an effect E. It is calculated as the difference of the mean of the 

response with the factor being on level (-) and the mean of the response with the 

factor being on level (+). This can be seen in the following equation: 

? = �	.+1 − �	.−1 (3-6) 

The sign of an effect can tell the direction of the effect, meaning it can tell whether 

the average response value increases or decreases. The magnitude can tell the 

strength of the effect. [Antony, 2014, p. 41] 

The effect plot is the standardized representation of an effect, as one can see in 

Figure 3-3. Each point represents the mean response for one level of one factor. 

The horizontal centre line shows the mean response for all runs. In Figure 3-3 

the factors A and B have a negative effect as the response decreases with an 

increasing factor level. Factor C has a positive effect. The magnitude of factor C 

is the highest, followed by factor A. The lowest magnitude of effect has factor B. 

This way of visualizing gives a lot of information about the effect of certain factors 

on the system. It does not show any dependency of the initial state of the other 

factors when these effects are evaluated. To separate these effects from any 

interaction effects they are called main effects. [Siebertz et al., 2017, pp. 12-15] 

 

Figure 3-3 Example effect plot [Siebertz et al., 2017, p. 14] 
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The interactions are the last term that should be explained in this section. They 

occur when the effect of one factor depend on the level of another factor. For 

modern industrial processes these are a major concern to many engineers and 

managers. Therefore, they should be studied and analysed to understand the 

process better. For many process optimization tasks in companies, the main 

reason for problems is often the interaction of factors rather than the main effect 

of each factor on the responses. To study interaction effects between factors, one 

has to vary all factors at the same time. The interaction plot is the standardized 

representation of the interaction and can be seen in Figure 3-4. The points 

represent the mean of the response for one combination of two factors. The 

dashed line just represents the main effect of factor A and is only there for 

orientation reasons. If the lines are parallel, there is no interaction. For synergistic 

interaction the lines on the plot do not cross each other but diverge. For 

antagonistic interaction, the lines cross each other. Interactions are denoted as 

the combination of factors for which they occur. For example the interaction 

between factor A and factor B is called interaction AB. [Antony, 2014, pp. 19-24] 

 

Figure 3-4 Example interaction plot [Siebertz et al., 2017, p. 18]  
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3.2.2. Experiment plans 

In this section the different ways of designing experiment plans in the DoE 

method are introduced. For all these plans some basic principles are from 

immense importance. They are called Fisher’s principles, named after Sir Ronald 

Fisher who was introduced in section 3.2.  

The first of Fisher’s principles is randomization. Randomization can be 

considered as one of the cornerstones of the use of statistical methods in 

experimental design. This means that the allocation of the experimental material 

as well as the order in which the individual runs of the experiment are performed 

are randomly determined. [Montgomery, 2013, p. 12] 

This is done to average out the effects of uncontrollable variables on the 

experiment. In other words, randomization helps to ensure that all levels of a 

factor have an equal chance of being affected by the noise factors, that will never 

stay still in a non-stationary world like ours. [Antony, 2014, pp. 9-10] 

The second principle is called replication, which describes an independent repeat 

run of each factor combination. This allows the experimenter to obtain an 

estimate of the experimental error and the variance in the measurements. Only 

based on this one can make satisfactory inferences. [Montgomery, 2013, p. 12] 

Nevertheless, one needs to consider that the replication of all combinations of 

factors can result in a substantial increase in the time needed to conduct the 

experiment. Therefore, replication always needs to be justified in terms of time 

and cost in real life. [Antony, 2014, p. 11] 

The third of Fisher’s principles is blocking which also assesses uncontrollable 

variables like randomization. For the design technique of blocking however the 

experimenter knows about the possible influence of the uncontrollable variable 

and considers them as a block. A block is therefore a group of observations that 

have almost homogenous boundary conditions. Examples for two different blocks 

are two different operators working on a machine or two different batches of raw 

material being used during the experiment. The basic idea of blocking is to 

quantify the influence of these uncontrollable variables and separate them from 

the calculation of the factor effects. [Siebertz et al., 2017, p. 99] 
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The fourth and fifth principles are orthogonality and balance. An experiment plan 

is orthogonal if no combination of two rows correlates with another. To put it in 

other words, the adjustment of all factors are independent from one another. An 

experiment plan is balanced if for every level of every factor the values of the 

other factors are evenly distributed. If one would for example sort all experimental 

runs by A- and A+, B- would appear in the same amount on both sides, as well 

as B+ and so on. [Siebertz et al., 2017, p. 7] 

Full factorial design 

A full factorial designed experiment consists of all combinations of levels for all 

factors. This can be seen in the experiment plan in Table 3-2 for @ = 3 factors 

each at B = 2 levels. The signs of the interaction are based on the multiplication 

of the setting of their respective factors for each run.  

Table 3-2 Full factorial experiment plan with 3 factors each at 2 levels [Lingenhoff, 2017, p. 14] 

Run A B C AB AC BC ABC Y 

1 - - - + + + - �� 

2 + - - - - + + �� 

3 - + - - + - + �C 

4 + + - + - - - �D 

5 - - + + - - + �E 

6 + - + - + - - �F 

7 - + + - - + - �G 

8 + + + + + + + �H 

One can see that besides the three main effects A, B and C, also the three two-

way-interactions (2WI) AB, AC and BC as well as the three-way-interaction (3WI) 

ABC are considered. The number of runs n for these kinds of experimental 

designs can be calculated with 

� = BI (3-7) 

Therefore, the most common two level full factorial designs are also known as 2k 

full factorial designs. These designs are useful for early stages of experimental 
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work as they assume a linear relation of the response over the range of the factor 

setting chosen. As the necessary runs double for every new factor in 

consideration, the full factorial design is only reasonable when then number of 

factors is less or equal than to four. [Antony, 2014, p. 63] 

Fractional factorial designs 

Fractional factorial designs are used when more than four factors need to be 

investigated without increasing the number of experimental runs to an infeasible 

level. In other words, fractional factorial designs decrease the number of runs 

compared to full factorial designs with the same number of factors. The basic idea 

behind this is the fact that the three-way-interactions (like ABC in Table 3-2) or 

higher are usually not relevant in real life applications. Therefore, full factorial 

designs provide information that is usually not necessary to be studied. This is 

exploited in fractional factorial designs by combining two or more factor effects in 

one measured effect. This method is called confounding. Effects which are 

confounded are called aliases and a list of the confoundings in an experimental 

design is called an alias structure or a confounding pattern. The effects of aliases 

cannot be distinguished from another anymore. [Antony, 2014, pp. 12, 20] 

The aliasing works with the help of a “design generator”. Taking the example in 

Table 3-2 this design generator would be J =  KLM, implying that the main effect 

D is confounded (or aliased) with the three-way-interaction ABC. Then the 

defining relation is given by squaring this design generator: 

J × J = J� = KLMJ = O (3-8) 

The square of a factor is always I (the identity element) because both (+)² and  

(-)² for the factor setting equal to (+), resulting in an element only consisting of 

(+). Based on this, all the other aliases can be found like 

K = K × O = K × KLMJ = K�LMJ = LMJ (3-9) 

The alias structure of this fractional factorial design is K = LMJ, L = KMJ,  M = KLJ, J = KLM, KL = MJ, KM = LJ, KJ = LM. By doing this, the necessary 

number of runs is halved compared to a full factorial design. [Antony, 2014, p. 87] 
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In the extreme case, the experiment plan in Table 3-2 can hold up to seven 

factors. Each column then represents one factor and only 6,25% of possible 

factor combinations are tested. An evaluation of the interactions is in that case 

not possible as all main effects are aliased with two-way-interaction effects. This 

experimental plan is saturated. Despite this constraint, the designed experiment 

is more capable than the traditional OFAT method. The OFAT method would 

need the same amount of runs with seven factors. In the designed experiments 

every factor would be changed four times (compared to only one time change per 

factor in the OFAT method). Another information the DoE method provides is the 

behaviour of the effects out of different initial conditions of the other factors. The 

traditional OFAT method cannot provide these advantages without quadrupling 

the number of runs. [Siebertz et al., 2017, p. 30] 

A key term regarding the aliasing of factors is the resolution. It characterizes the 

degree to which the main effects are aliased with the interaction effects. The 

typical types of resolution can be seen in Table 3-3. [Antony, 2014, p. 13] 

Table 3-3 Aliases for different resolutions [Lingenhoff, 2017, p. 15] 

Resolution  Aliases Rating 

III Main effect & 2WI Critical 

IV Main effect & 3WI 

2WI & 2WI 

Less critical 

V Main effect & 4WI 

2WI & 3WI 

Uncritical 

VI Main effect & 5WI 

2WI & 4WI 

3WI & 3WI 

Uncritical 

VII Main effect & 6WI 

2WI & 5WI 

3WI & 4WI 

Uncritical 

These resolutions are achievable with a different number of experimental runs, 

depending on the number of factors. This is shown in Table 3-4.  
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Table 3-4 Achievable resolutions dependent on factors and runs [Lingenhoff, 2017, p. 15] 

n 
k 

8 16 32 64 128 … 

3 Full      

4 IV Full     

5 III V Full    

6 III IV VI Full   

7 III IV IV VII Full  

8  IV IV V VIII … 

9  III IV IV VI … 

10  III IV IV V … 

11  III IV IV V … 

…  … … … … … 

Fractional factorial designs are generally represented in the form of 2.I5P1, where 

k is the number of factors and 
��P

 represents the fraction of the full factorial design 2I. [Antony, 2014, p. 87] 

3.3. Analysis of experiments 

The possible main effects and interaction effects were presented in the previous 

sections. They can be calculated and interpreted, but it is unrealistic that a non-

existing effect has been calculated to exactly zero. The method that determines 

if an effect is significant is described in the following section. As this comes back 

to hypothesis testing, explained in section 3.1.3, this method is used to calculate 

the p-value for each effect. 

3.3.1. Significance testing 

With the significance testing a calculation method is presented that separates 

apparent effects from true effects. It is based on the central limit theorem which 

states that all apparent effects that just occur by random chance always follow a 

normal distribution if the experiment plan is large enough. That means that 

apparent effects should distribute evenly upon sections of quartiles under the 

probability density distribution with the same area. In other words, if all effects are 

apparent they are proportional to the quartile steps.  
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Figure 3-5 Half-normal plot of apparent (blue) and real effects (red) [Siebertz et al., 2017, p. 70] 

Figure 3-5 shows a visualization of the effect size over the quartile step. The 

apparent effects (blue) are located on the line while the real effects (red) are 

located above the line because they are stronger than what the random 

distribution would suggest. Because of the sorting of the effects by magnitude, 

the real effects are typically located in the top right corner while the apparent 

effects are typically located close to the origin. [Siebertz et al., 2017, pp. 68-71] 

The ANalysis Of VAriance (short: ANOVA) is the computational counterpart of 

the half-normal-plot. It fulfils the same task and has the same basic as the 

hypothesis testing. In contrast to the graphical solution, ANOVA calculates p-

values to determine the statistical significance of the effects. It also provides 

further information about the quality of the mathematical model. The basis for 

ANOVA is the total variance SST (Sum of Squares Total) in the experiment: 

QQR = �S�� − �
T� = QQL + QQU�
���  (3-10) 

The total variance can be divided into the Sum of Squares Within Groups (SSW) 

and the Sum of Squares Between Groups (SSB). The groups represent here the 

different level settings for one factor. They can be calculated with 

QQL = � �B S�	 − �
T�V
���    

QQU = � � S��W − �	T��/V
W��

V
���  (3-11) 

�
 is the mean of all observations and �	 is the mean of observations in one group. 
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The comparison of these two variances (SSB & SSW) divided by their degrees 

of freedom �� = B − 1 and �� = � − B provides the F-test statistic: 

Y = QQL/��QQU/�� (3-12) 

The F-test statistic is a measurement of the variance between factor levels in 

relation to the variance of the observations within the levels. The higher the F-

test statistic, the less one should believe in a random effect. If the null hypothesis 

is true, the F-test statistic follows an Ff1, f2 distribution. Based on this, one can 

calculate the probability of finding an F-test statistic as high as the calculated one. 

This is the so called p-value described in section 3.1.3. [Siebertz et al., 2017, pp. 

73, 111-119] 

The requirement for this method to work are  

1. normally distributed observations on every level… 

2. …with similar variances on every level… 

3. …and independent and normally distributed residuals.  

The residuals are the difference between the mathematical model (described in 

section 3.3.2) and the observations. These assumptions can be checked with 

several visualization plots like the half-normal plot of the residuals, the residuals-

vs-predicted plot or the residuals-vs-run order plot. Common sense suggests to 

check the plausibility of the discovered effects and if they meet the expectation 

of the experimenter. [Siebertz et al., 2017, pp. 78-80, 135] 

3.3.2. Mathematical model 

A mathematical model that illustrates the relationship between all relevant effects 

and one response is an often-desired result of designed experiments. These 

models are created with the use of multiple regression. As this technique is 

described in the literature in large detail, its derivation is not covered here, just 

the basic ideas behind the creation of the mathematical model are outlined.  

Crucial for the creation of a mathematical model is the understanding that 

experiments can never show 100% of the reality. The observation contains partly 
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a mathematical correlation and partly some random error. For designed 

experiments with two levels per factor, this leads to mathematical models of first 

order. They can generally be described as: 

� = Z[ + � Z�\�
I

��� + � � Z�W\�\W�]W +  (3-13) 

The first summand is the absolute term, the second summand is the linear term 

that shows the influence of the main effects \�. The third summand is the 

interaction term that indicates the influence of the interaction effects \�\W and the 

last summand is the error term. This relation does not explain the underlying 

physical phenomena but quantifies the relationships. [Lingenhoff, 2017, p. 18] 

The model of first order are usually sufficient as they quantify the influence of 

many factors on a response. In most cases the non-linearity of effects is 

overestimated, and the influence of interaction effects is underestimated. The first 

order model takes care of that and is additionally very descriptive and 

communicable. For non-linear relationships between factors and responses, the 

model is not very accurate. Nevertheless, the two-level experiment plan can be 

extended afterwards to provide information for a second order model. 

Extrapolations of the model are prohibited as other physical effects could occur 

outside of the tested factor levels. [Siebertz et al., 2017, pp. 23-24] 

To determine the quality of the mathematical model, a coefficient of determination 

R² is used. It is calculated as the ratio between SSB and SST (^� = QQL/QQR) 

and therefore can take values between 0 (bad quality) and 1 (good quality). One 

can see, that more factors lower the variance within groups SSW and thereby 

increase SSB. This could lead to false assumptions of a high coefficient of 

determination (R²). Therefore, an adjusted coefficient of determination (R²adj) is 

introduced that takes the number of factors k into account 

^_`W� = 1 − � − 1� − @ ∙ .1 − ^�1 (3-14) 
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4. Support structure investigation 

This section contains the main part of this degree project, namely the 

investigation in the influence of different support structure related parameters on 

several important process responses. It is divided into three sections. At first the 

design of the experiments according to the DoE method is described. Afterwards 

the responses are analysed for significant effects and the results discussed. Then 

the uncoded results are interpreted with regard to the XXXXXXXX™ process.  

4.1. Design 

As described in section 1.1, the general objective of the investigation is to screen 

for correlations between several support parameters and the industrially relevant 

outputs. The Ishikawa diagram in Figure 2-6 summarizes these outputs under 

“Cost, time and quality attributes of a part”. This description defines the responses 

in the experimental design of this degree project (see Figure 3-2): The “costs” of 

support structures can be quantified by the amount of used powder, e.g. the mass 

of the support structure. The output “time” is not only represented by the print 

time during the manufacturing process, but also the time for post-processing the 

part until it is ready for e.g. painting. As the support structures are being removed 

manually in the BOS (see section 2.1), the break-off characteristics of the support 

are also interesting responses. The “quality attributes of a part” are here 

assessed by looking at the support related defects in the part.  

The inputs (see Figure 3-2) for the XXXXXXXX™ process in general are the 

digital part geometry in an STL-file and its orientation in the build chamber. In this 

degree project, these inputs also have to be chosen: To ensure a high warping 

effect and to maximize the challenge to the support structure, a single cantilever 

similar to the double cantilever seen in Figure 2-8 is used. The dimensions of the 

cantilever can be seen in Figure 4-1.  

 

Figure 4-1 Single cantilever used as test specimen with coordinate system 
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The cantilever specimens have a thickness of 4mm. The choice of these 

specimens results in a supported overhang angle of 90° which also maximizes 

the challenge to the support structures. As block support is the most basic support 

and the only kind of support structure that the XXXXXXXX™ process is currently 

in development with, it is used in this degree project. 

The block support has several geometrical parameters. To screen which of these 

have an influence on the responses, nine different geometrical parameters are 

chosen based on the engineering judgment of the experts and the author as 

factors for the experimental design. These nine parameters are: 

•  Overlap: The overlap is called “Z offset” in Magics and describes the 

distance which the support geometry is extruded into the part to ensure a 

better contact between part and support. 

•  Thickness: This factor describes the thickness of the individual walls and 

the teeth of the support structures.  

•  Hatch: The hatch in this degree project is called “Hatching” in Magics. It 

describes the separation width of the grid. The grid is kept at a quadratic 

shape. That means “a” and “b” in Figure 4-2 are always the same.  

•  Rotation Angle: The rotation angle describes the direction in which the grid 

is lying compared to the global coordinate axes, see c in Figure 4-2.  

•  Teeth Height, Teeth Width & Teeth Interval: These parameters describe 

the geometry of the teeth, connecting the support structures to the part. 

This can be seen in Figure 4-2. The Teeth Width is called “Top Length” 

and the Teeth Interval is called “Base Interval” in Magics.  

                  

Figure 4-2 Hatch and Rotation Angel (l) as well as teeth parameters (r) [Materialise, 2017] 
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•  Fragmentation & Fragmentation Width: Fragmentation leaves a gap in the 

hatching of the block support, see Figure 4-3. The interval of these gaps 

is the Fragmentation and the width of the gaps is the Fragmentation Width, 

called “Separation Width” in Magics.  

All other geometrical parameters for block support are considered not important 

or not applicable for these specimens based on a discussion with AM and 

XXXXXXXX™ experts. They are kept at their default values. Nevertheless, two 

other process parameters are chosen as additional factors, namely the number 

of scans per layer and the laser power. These process parameters can be 

changed individually for the support structure. This gives a total of @ = 11 factors. 

For simplification reasons they are from here on named A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, J, 

K and L. The allocation between letter and factor can be found in Appendix A.  

For the screening purpose of this degree project, the number of levels per factor 

is chosen to B = 2. The values of these levels are defined in consultation with the 

experts on the XXXXXXXX™ process, to stay in a working process window. They 

can be found in Appendix A. From here on, the lower limit of one factor is called 

“-1” and the upper limit of one factor is called “1”.  

The uncontrollable variables (see Figure 3-2) are identified based on Figure 2-6. 

The process preparation, the machine (especially the laser/scanner unit), the 

machine operator, the process and the material batch should be kept constant to 

make sure these variables have no influence on the responses.  

 

Figure 4-3 Fragmentation [Materialise, 2017] 
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With @ = 11 factors and B = 2 levels per factor, the sample size for a full factorial 

designed experiment can be calculated with equation (3-7) to � = 2048. This is a 

not manageable sample size for this thesis, so a fractional factorial designed 

experiment is used. Table 3-4 shows that the achievable amount of 64 specimens 

gives with @ = 11 factors an IV resolution, which is considered less critical 

according to Table 3-3. This is a fraction of 
�C� = ��E

 of the full factorial design, so 

this fractional factorial design is a 2.��5E1 design. As the 64 specimens should be 

printed in two build jobs, these build jobs are used as two separate blocks (Blk). 

With this information, the experimental design is done in Minitab 17, a statistical 

analysis program. The generators for this DoE are G = CDE; H = ABCD; J = ABF; 

K = BDEF; L = ADEF as well as AHJ as the block generator. An orthogonal and 

balanced experiment plan is created by Minitab. The alias structure up to 3WI 

can be found in Table 4-1 and the experiment plan with coded factors and levels 

in Table 4-2. The uncoded experiment plan can be found in Appendix B.  

Table 4-1 Alias structure 

A+BFJ

+BKL 

K+ABL+FJL AJ+BF+CGK

+DEK 

CE+DG DJ+AEK+ 

BEL+CFH 

FH+CDJ 

+EGJ 

HL+CDK+EGK 

B+AFJ

+AKL 

L+ABK+FJK AK+BL+CGJ

+DEJ 

CF+AGL+BGK

+DHJ 

DK+AEJ+ 

BEF+CHL 

FK+JL+ 

BCG+BDE 

ACE+ADG+FHK

+HJL 

C+DEG AB+FJ+KL 

+CDH+EGH 

AL+BK+CFG

+DEF 

CG+DE+AFL+

AJK+BFK+BJL 

DL+AEF+ 

BEJ+CHK 

FL+JK+ 

ACG+ADE 

AFH+BHJ+CEK

+DGK 

D+CEG AC+BDH 

+FGL+GJK 

BC+ADH 

+FGK+GJL 

CH+ABD+DFJ

+DKL 

EF+ADL+ 

BDK+GHJ 

GH+ABE 

+EFJ+EKL 

AFK+AJL+BFL+

BJK+CEH+DGH 

E+CDG AD+BCH 

+EFL+EJK 

BD+ACH 

+EFK+EJL 

CJ+AGK+BGL

+DFH 

EH+ABG 

+FGJ+GKL 

GJ+ACK+

BCL+EFH 

AHK+BHL+CEF

+DFG 

F+ABJ

+JKL 

AE+BGH 

+DFL+DJK 

BE+AGH 

+DFK+DJL 

CK+AGJ+BFG

+DHL 

EJ+ADK+ 

BDL+FGH 

GK+ACJ+

BCF+EHL 

AHL+BHK+CEJ

+DGJ 

G+CDE AF+BJ+CGL

+DEL 

BG+AEH 

+CFK+CJL 

CL+AFG+BGJ

+DHK 

EK+ADJ+ 

BDF+GHL 

GL+ACF+

BCJ+EHK 

BCE+BDG+FHL

+HJK 

H AG+BEH 

+CFL+CJK 

BH+ACD 

+AEG 

DF+AEL+BEK

+CHJ 

EL+ADF+ 

BDJ+GHK 

HJ+CDF 

+EFG 

CGH+DEH 

J+ABF

+FKL 

AH+BCD 

+BEG 

CD+EG+AB

H+FHJ+HKL 

DH+ABC+CFJ

+CKL 

FG+ACL+

BCK+EHJ 

HK+CDL 

+EGL 

Blk=AHJ+BFH 

+CEL+DGL 
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Table 4-2 Coded experiment plan 

Order Blk X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11
Order Blk X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11

Order Blk X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11

1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 23 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 45 2 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1

2 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 24 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 46 2 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1

3 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 25 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 47 2 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1

4 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 26 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 48 2 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1

5 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 27 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 49 2 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1

6 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 28 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 50 2 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1

7 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 29 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 51 2 -1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1

8 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 30 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 52 2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1

9 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 31 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 53 2 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1

10 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 32 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 54 2 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1

11 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 33 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 55 2 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1

12 1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 34 2 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 56 2 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1

13 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 35 2 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 57 2 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1

14 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 36 2 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 58 2 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1

15 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 37 2 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 59 2 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1

16 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 38 2 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 60 2 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1

17 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 39 2 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 61 2 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1

18 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 40 2 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 62 2 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1

19 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 41 2 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 63 2 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1

20 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 42 2 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 64 2 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1

21 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 43 2 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1

22 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 44 2 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1
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In the experimental design no replication is included, as a true replication would 

have increased the testing and analysing efforts enormously. Nevertheless, as 

the number of factors is high, there are probably insignificant factors for the 

responses. These potentially insignificant factors can then be taken aside in the 

analysis of a certain response, allowing for an estimation in the experiment error. 

The significance level is set to � = 5% as the relevance of the results is not 

particularly high (not safety critical), so there is no need for a lower significance 

level. A higher significance level on the other hand is also unnecessary as the 

experimenter wants to detect the large effects with this screening design. 

Additionally, a significant number of specimens can be tested. These are reasons 

for on the one hand a generally lower power 1 − � and on the other hand an 

achieving of this power not by a lower significance level � but by a larger sample 

size n. A significance level of � = 5% is also the most common in natural science.  

With � = 5%, two levels per factor, detectable effects of the chosen magnitude 

of 0,75 times the standard deviation of the measurements and a power of 80%, 

29 measurements per level are necessary [Siebertz et al., 2017, p. 131]. This is 

fulfilled with the experiment plan in Table 4-2.  

The test specimens and the support structure are then created in two build jobs 

in Magics according to the experiment plan. The STL-files are repaired for 

possible errors (overlapping & intersecting triangles) and send to the supplier site, 

where these build jobs should be printed. To ensure that the laser is working 

correctly and steadily, it is calibrated before and after every build job.  

4.2. Results & Discussion 

On the supplier site, the build jobs are being changed because the 3D-printer has 

problems producing 32 specimens per build jobs. Therefore, the specimens are 

split up in four different builds with 16 specimens per build job. The pictures of 

these build jobs can be found in Figure 4-4 and Appendix C. In there, one can 

see that specimens 12 and 30 did not build up because they were aborted during 

the manufacturing process, as the operator detected an inferior quality of these 

specimens that threatened the quality of the whole build job. The other specimens 

in the first two build jobs look good. In the third job this is not the case, as some 
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error during the manufacturing process in one specimen was dragged through all 

the other specimens. This effected the part geometry as well as the support 

structure of almost every specimen. The error was not detected by the operator, 

as the manufacturing process was running over night. The fourth build job also 

shows some major defects of some specimens, but only in their part geometry. 

The specimens 49, 50, 53, 54, 57 and 63 were also aborted during the 

manufacturing process due to the same error as described earlier. To make sure 

that most specimens can be examined on their break-off characteristics and the 

post-processing time, the previously mentioned aborted specimens, as well as 

the specimens 35, 37, 39, 41, 43, 45, 47 and 49 from build job three are repeated 

in a fifth build job. This one can be seen in Figure 4-5 and in more detail in 

Appendix C. It shows that specimens 30, 37, 48 and 57 still had to be aborted. 

The responses that are measurable both times for specimens which are produced 

twice are summarized by their mean.  

 

Figure 4-4 Build jobs 1-4 
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Figure 4-5 Build job 5 

The execution of the experiments needs to be discussed, as it does not follow 

the planning of the experiments described in section 4.1 exactly. The main 

difference to the experiment plan is the distribution of the specimens on four build 

jobs instead of two. This diminishes the meaningfulness of the blocking 

significantly. On the other hand, an exchange / modification of the laser/scanner 

unit was necessary after the first two build jobs were manufactured. This results 

in an increase in the meaningfulness of the blocking, not showing the influence 

of the two build jobs now but the influence of the changed laser/scanner unit. 

Another difference between the build jobs and the experiment plan is the inferior 

quality of some specimens, especially in build job 3 and 4 as well as the errors 

that resulted in aborted specimens. These failed specimens are not analysable 

on break-off characteristics and post-processing and therefore have to be 

repeated in build job 5. This results in a procedure not according the DoE method 

because specimens from different blocks are manufactured together in a third 

block. Additionally, this build job is produced by a different operator which is an 

unwanted change in an uncontrollable variable (see section 4.1). The non-

aborting of failed specimens in build job 3 is an unwanted variation as well. These 

prerequisites need to be considered when the responses are analysed.  

In the following sections, the different responses are analysed for correlations 

with the factors or interactions of the factors. Additionally, the responses and the 

general approach are discussed as well. 
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4.2.1. Mass 

As the density of all specimens is the same, the mass of the specimens is 

estimated by their volume. This information can be exported from Magics which 

can be found in Appendix B for each specimen. These are used to calculate the 

effect of all aliased effects stated in Table 4-1. The main effects can be seen in 

Figure 4-6 and the interaction effects in Figure 4-7.  

 

Figure 4-6 Main Effects Plot for Mass 

 

Figure 4-7 Interaction Plot for Mass 
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In Figure 4-7 not all interactions are displayed. This is because of the aliasing 

between some 2WI and other 2WI, as seen in Table 4-1. The not displayed 

interaction DE for example is aliased with the displayed interaction CG.  

Figure 4-6 shows that factors A and H most certainly have an effect on the mass 

and factor L most certainly has not. For the not mentioned main effects it is not 

so easy to determine, if the effect is statistically significant. Therefore, the main 

effects and interaction effects are analysed with the ANOVA method and the 

effects with the highest p-values are successively removed from the analysis as 

they are the most likely not to be significant. They are removed as the 

disregarding of certain effects changes the calculation of the p-values of the other 

effects, see equation (3-12). This leads to a different set of significant effects, 

which can be seen in the comparison of the half normal plot in Figure 4-8 and the 

pareto plot in Figure 4-9. The half normal plot considers all possible aliases 

mentioned in Table 4-1, whereas the Pareto plot just displays all significant 

effects after the insignificant effects have been removed. On a closer look it can 

be seen that the interaction effects AC and BC are considered significant in the 

reduced model in contrast to the full model.  

 

Figure 4-8 Half Normal Plot of the effects for Mass 
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The significant effects can be seen in Figure 4-9 sorted by their magnitude. The 

exact magnitude and sign of the effects can be found in Appendix D together with 

the corresponding F-values and p-values. The factors with the greatest effect on 

the mass of the support structures are factors A and H. The insignificant main 

effects are G and L and these factors are removed from the model. The significant 

interaction effects are in decreasing magnitude the effects DJ, EK, BH, DH, AD, 

AH, HJ, CF, AJ, CK, AK, DK, BC and AC. They are highlighted in Figure 4-7 .  

 

Figure 4-9 Pareto Chart of the significant effects for Mass 

Additionally, a mathematical model is adjusted to the data and is given in 

Appendix D. The quality of this model is evaluated by the coefficients of 

determination as described in section 3.3.2 to ^� = 99,83% and ^_`W� = 99,73%. 

The requirements for the ANOVA method to work are stated in section 3.3.1 and 

need to be checked here. Figure 4-10 displays the normal probability plot of the 

residuals in the top left plot which can be interpreted similar to the half-normal 

plot. It is used to determine how well the residuals follow a normal distribution. 

For this task, also the histogram of the residuals in the bottom left plot can be 

used. The dependency of the residuals on the predicted values can be seen in 

the top right plot and on the run order in the bottom right plot.  
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Figure 4-10 Residuals Plots for Mass 

The presented results need to be discussed critically. One aspect that could be 

criticized is the validity of the raw data, as the mass of the support structure is 

based on their volume calculated in Magics and not actually weighed. This does 
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Figure 4-10 shows that the residuals are normally distributed and independent 
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4.2.2. Print time 

The print time for each specimen is simulated by the software of the 3D printer. 

It is displayed here in seconds. The values for each specimen can be found in 

Appendix B. These are used to calculate the main effects and interaction effects, 

which are visualized in Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12. Similar to the assessment 

of the response “Mass”, the effects are analysed with the ANOVA method and 

the effects with the highest p-values are successively removed from the analysis 

as they are the most likely not to be significant. The significant effects can be 

seen in Figure 4-13 sorted by their magnitude. The exact magnitude and sign of 

the effects can be found in Appendix D, together with the F-values and p-values.  

 

Figure 4-11 Main Effects Plot for Print time 

Figure 4-13 shows that the biggest change in printing time correlates with the 

settings of factors G and H. The insignificant main effects are C, F and L. The 

significant interaction effects are in decreasing magnitude the effects AD, AB, 

GH, AH, DJ, BG, EH and BE. They are highlighted in Figure 4-12.  
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Figure 4-12 Interaction Plot for Print time 

 

Figure 4-13 Pareto Chart of the significant effects for Print time 

The mathematical model adjusted to the data is given in Appendix D. Its 

coefficients of determination are ^� = 96,00% and ^_`W� = 94,73%. Figure 4-14 
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Figure 4-14 Residuals Plots for Print time 

The main critical aspect in the discussion of the results of the print time 

investigation is the quality of the raw data. As the data comes from a simulation 

of the print job, it is questionable how well the simulation represents the reality. 
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times in the mathematical model can therefore not just be added up, if there are 

more than one specimens in the build chamber.  

The residuals seem normally distributed, although the histogram in Figure 4-14 
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can be explained similar to the mass and shows that the variance in the data is 
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4.2.3. Break-off characteristics 

The break-off characteristics of the support structures are measured in two ways, 

namely by the force required to break the support off the part and the position 

where the support breaks. These two characteristics are chosen as they have a 

real influence on the industrial process and are accessible in this degree project. 

The force was identified subjectively with these four categories: 

1. Cannot be broken off the part manually without a damage 

2. High amount of force required 

3. Medium amount of force required 

4. Low amount of force required 

The position of the break was categorized as: 

1. Cannot be broken off the part manually without a damage 

2. Break position in the support structure (see Figure 4-15, specimen 1) 

3. Break position in the teeth (see Figure 4-15, specimen 18) 

4. Break position at the part (see Figure 4-15, specimen 6) 

 

Figure 4-15 Examples for break positions: in the support structure (1), in teeth (18), at part (6) 
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Table 4-3 Overall Break-off score 

position 
force 

1 2 3 4 

1 1 2 3 4 

2 2 4 6 8 

3 3 6 9 12 

4 4 8 12 16 

The overall break-off score is then calculated as the product of these two 

characteristics, visualized in Table 4-3. To ensure the comparability between the 

specimens, the load case for breaking off the support structure is held as constant 

as possible, namely as the manual bending of the support around the x-axis (see 

Figure 4-1) at the tip of the cantilever. The pictures of all broken specimens can 

be found in Appendix C and the exact values for the break-off characteristics can 

be found in Appendix B.  

The procedure of the ANOVA analysis is the same as described in sections 4.2.1 

and 4.2.2. The main effects for the break force can be seen in Figure 4-16, for 

the break position in Figure 4-17 and for the overall break-off in Figure 4-18.  

 

Figure 4-16 Main Effects Plot for Break force 
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Figure 4-17 Main Effects Plot for Break position 

 

Figure 4-18 Main Effects Plot for Break-off overall 

The interaction plots for the break force can be seen in Figure 4-19, for the break 
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Figure 4-19 Interaction Plot for Break force 

 

 

Figure 4-20 Interaction Plot for Break position 
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Figure 4-21 Interaction Plot for Break-off overall 

The significant effects for the break force can be seen in Figure 4-22, for the 

break position in Figure 4-23 and for the overall break-off in Figure 4-24 sorted 

by their magnitude. The exact magnitude and sign of the effects can be found in 

Appendix D, together with the F-values and p-values. 

 

Figure 4-22 Pareto Chart of the significant effects for Break force 
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Figure 4-23 Pareto Chart of the significant effects for Break position 

 

Figure 4-24 Pareto Chart of the significant effects for Break-off overall 
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Figure 4-22, Figure 4-23 and Figure 4-24 show that the factors K and L have the 

biggest effects on the break-off characteristics (break force and break position). 

The insignificant factors for the break force are B, F and H and for the break 

position B, F and G. Accordingly, the insignificant effects for the break-off overall 

are B, F, G and H. The significant interaction effects for the break force are EK, 

DF, CK, EL and BG, for the break position GH and for the break-off overall CK. 

These are highlighted in Figure 4-19, Figure 4-20 and Figure 4-21. Again, 

mathematical models are adjusted to the data (see Appendix D). The quality of 

these models is evaluated by the coefficients of determination which can be seen 

in Table 4-4. Figure 4-25, Figure 4-26 and Figure 4-27 show the residual plots for 

the break force, the break position and the break-off overall.  

Table 4-4 Coefficients of determination for Break-off characteristics 

 Break force Break position Break-off overall 

^� 83,04 % 72,54 % 70,78 % 

^_`W�  77,50 % 67,15 % 66,37 % 

 

 

Figure 4-25 Residuals Plots for Break force 
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Figure 4-26 Residuals Plots for Break position 

 

Figure 4-27 Residuals Plots for Break-off overall 
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The investigation in the break-off characteristics contains some aspects that need 

to be discussed critically. At first it is highlighted, that not all specimens are 

analysed on their break-off characteristics, as specimens 30 and 57 were not 

build up successfully, although it was tried twice. This results in an unbalanced 

and not orthogonal experiment plan in which the confounding does not occur as 

described in the alias structure of Table 4-1 but the factors are aliased much 

more. The aliases of factor A for the break force for example are: 

A - 0,04 H + 0,04 AB - 0,04 AH + 0,04 BH + 0,04 CD - 0,04 CE + 0,04 CF 

+ 0,04 CG - 0,04 CJ - 0,04 CL + 0,04 DE - 0,04 DG + 0,04 DJ - 0,04 DK 

+ 0,04 DL + 0,04 EF + 0,04 EG - 0,04 EJ - 0,04 FG + 0,04 FJ - 0,04 FK 

+ 0,04 FL + 0,04 GJ - 0,04 GK + 0,04 GL + 0,04 JK - 0,04 JL + 0,04 KL 

This shows that factor A is not only aliased with a lot of 2WI but also with the main 

effect of factor H. This is in general very unfavourable because it diminishes the 

validity of the results. However, only two specimens out of 64 are not printed 

which results in a just slightly unbalanced and not orthogonal experiment plan. 

This can be identified by the number 0,04 in front of the different aliased factors. 

This number states that for example just 4% of the magnitude of effect of H is 

confounded with the factor A, so the unbalanced and not orthogonal experiment 

plan can still be analysed reasonably.  

Another critical aspect of the investigation in the break-off characteristics is the 

quality of the data. While the support structures are broken off in a realistic 

manner by hand, the data achieved by this technique is objective. The spectrum 

from 1 to 4 for the break force und the break position also does not give rise to 

continuous, quantitative data but to ordinal, qualitative data. The lack of high 

quality data for the in-depth analysis can be seen at various points. Nevertheless, 

the analysis of the data does give a lot of useful information as well. Both, the 

practical and impractical results are discussed hereafter. Before that it should be 

said that a more scientific measurement of the break-off characteristics would 

have been out of the scope of this degree project. The realistic measurement of 

the support structure break-off is not part of a standardized test, which would 

have needed to be specially designed, build and operated for this degree project.  
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The practical results are in general the main effects and some interaction effects. 

With Figure 4-16 to Figure 4-18 and Figure 4-22 to Figure 4-24 it can be seen 

which main effects have the biggest effect on the break-off characteristics. It 

should be mentioned that the factors B and F for the break force and factor G for 

the break position are not deleted from the model as there are significant 

interactions containing these factors. The main factor can in these cases not be 

deleted from the model, even if these interaction effects are not very strong.  

When looking at Figure 4-19 to Figure 4-21 one can see that there is a fewer 

amount of significant interaction effects compared to the investigation of the print 

time or the mass. Nevertheless, some interactions are considered insignificant 

although the lines are clearly not parallel. Interaction CH in Figure 4-19 for 

example seems to be an antagonistic interaction as the lines cross each other. 

The fact that these interactions are not considered significant is an indication of 

a high variance in the data within the levels, so that a difference in the displayed 

means of the data cannot automatically be interpreted as a significant effect but 

could result from random variance with an occurrence probability higher than the 

significance level of 5%. The high variance in the data can also be identified by 

the bad coefficients of determination in Table 4-4.  

Looking at the residuals plots in Figure 4-25 to Figure 4-27, one can see that the 

residuals follow a normal distribution only moderately. The top right plots are 

extremely conspicuous as the residuals follow angled lines when graphed against 

the fitted values. This is a result of the ordinal data as the data values can only 

be 1 to 4. The residuals are continuous and are therefore always zero if the 

expected value is 1, 2, 3 or 4. Because of these constraints, the results from the 

ANOVA method need to be treated with caution, especially for the effects that are 

close to the significance level. As mentioned before, this should however not 

diminish the results for the larger effects as their significance is clearly seen.  
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4.2.4. Post-processing 

The surface of the part which is in contact with the support structure is post-

processed with several tools, representing a step in the XXXXXXXX™ process 

after the part has come out of the BOS and cleaned. The purpose of this process 

step is to prepare the part for painting. These tools are flat nose pliers, a file and 

sand paper with a grain of 220 according to the Airbus specification describing 

this process step [Airbus Operations, 2012]. The tools can be seen in Figure 4-28. 

The remainders of the support structures are removed from the part until there is 

no more surface damage visually perceptible. The time for the removal of the 

remaining support structures is measured and analysed. The pictures of all post-

processed specimens can be found in Appendix C and the exact values for the 

post-processing times are listed in Appendix B.  

The ANOVA analysis is executed in the same way as described previously. The 

main effects on the post-processing time can be seen in Figure 4-29 and the 

interaction plots can be seen in Figure 4-30.  

 

Figure 4-28 Tools for post-processing 
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Figure 4-29 Main Effects Plot for Post-processing time 

 

 

Figure 4-30 Interaction Plot for Post-processing time 
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Figure 4-31 Pareto Chart of the significant effects for Post-processing time 

The significant effects on the post-processing time can be seen in Figure 4-31 
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by the interaction effects of AH, DL and AK. It is noticeable that interaction effects 

are much more present in the significant effects, compared to the investigations 

in mass, print time and break-off characteristics. The insignificant main effects 

are A and J which are kept in the model. The significant interaction effects are 

additional to the previously mentioned, AL, AJ, DK, AE, CD, BG, EK, BD, AB, BC, 

DF, CE, AC, BE and AD. All these interactions are highlighted in Figure 4-30. The 

exact magnitude and sign of the effects as well as the F-values and p-values can 

be found in Appendix D.  

The mathematical model fitted to the data can be found in Appendix D. It is 

evaluated by the coefficients of determination ^� = 99,35% and ^_`W� = 97,84%. 

The residuals represent the differences between the model values and the 

measured values and can be seen in the residual plots in Figure 4-32. They are 

plotted against the fitted values as well as against the observation order. In the 

normal probability plot and the histogram, it can be checked if the residuals are 

normally distributed.  
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Figure 4-32 Residual Plots for Post-processing time 

The results of the investigation in the post-processing time are discussed critically 

in the following paragraphs. At first it needs to be mentioned, that the acquirement 

of the data is in general subjective because the testing method is introduced in 

this degree project as no standardized testing method for the post-processing of 

support structure specimens is in existence. Nevertheless, the introduced method 

provides continuous data in the form of time, which is an improvement compared 

to the investigation in the break-off characteristics.  

The main issue for the investigation in the post-processing times is the fact, that 

twenty specimens were not possible to post-process. There are two reasons for 

this: two specimens were not built (see section 4.2.3) and from the other 18 

specimens it is not possible to remove the support structure without breaking the 

specimen. Therefore, about a third of the necessary data is missing, leading to a 

highly unbalanced and not orthogonal experiment plan with strong interactions of 

main effects and 2WI. This is according to Table 3-3 the definition of an 

experiment plan with the resolution of III, which is considered critical. The aliases 

of the factor A for example can be seen in the following alias structure which 

shows a confounding of A with a 2WI of up to 69%: 
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A + 0,12 AG - 0,25 BH + 0,22 CF + 0,05 CG - 0,42 CH + 0,30 CJ + 0,21 CK 

- 0,07 CL + 0,05 DE + 0,32 DH + 0,27 DJ + 0,48 EF - 0,12 EH - 0,09 EJ 

- 0,69 EL + 0,07 FG - 0,06 FH + 0,34 FK - 0,22 FL + 0,04 GH + 0,47 GJ 

- 0,35 GK + 0,48 GL + 0,04 HK + 0,27 HL - 0,22 JK + 0,34 JL 

That is why a lot of interaction effects are not displayed in Figure 4-30 as they are 

fully aliased with other 2WI. The high amount of significant effects, especially of 

significant interaction effects, seen in Figure 4-31 is an indicator for the existence 

of dependencies between factors and the post-processing time. Nevertheless, it 

should not be concluded that the labelled factors are actually the reason behind 

the effects, as it is much more probable that some of the aliases of the factors 

contribute to the effects. This is also the case for the block, which is considered 

significant. As the block is also highly aliased with 2WI one cannot come to the 

conclusion that the first 32 specimens behave way different to the second 32 

specimens. To improve the meaningfulness of the investigation in the post-

processing time, another experiment plan should be implemented with more 

specimens to achieve a higher resolution, so that a distinction between the effects 

is possible.  

The positive effect of the continuous data can be seen when looking at the 

mathematical model and the residuals. With coefficients of determination of 

above 97% the mathematical model has a high quality. This can also be seen 

when looking at Figure 4-32. The residuals seem normally distributed although 

the histogram shows two high bars at the far left and far right side from the mean 

which seem unusual. The residuals do not show a dependency on the fitted 

values or on the observation order. The good quality of the mathematical model 

can however also be explained by the low amount of data points that to be fit to 

the model as well as the high amount of effects and thereby coefficients that can 

be changed to fit the model to the data.  
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4.2.5. Defects 

The data to analyse the defects is gathered by measuring the size of the support 

structure related defects in the part and the support structure. If there is no 

support structure related defect, 0mm is used. Other support related defects can 

be seen in Figure 4-33, which shows a small defect of 3mm (specimen 9), a 

medium defect of 11mm (specimen 9) and a large defect of the full size of the 

specimen of 25mm (specimen 48). If a specimen is aborted during the build job, 

this specimen is considered as a full failure, resulting in a defect of the size of 

25mm. If a specimen is manufactured more than once, the mean of the different 

defect sizes of the specimens is used in the analysis. The exact values for the 

defects are listed in Appendix B. 

 

Figure 4-33 Examples for defects: small 3mm (6), medium 11mm (9), large 25mm (48) 
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The ANOVA analysis is, again, executed in the same way as described 

previously. The main effects on the defects can be seen in Figure 4-34 and the 

interaction plots can be seen in Figure 4-35. 

 

Figure 4-34 Main Effects Plot for Defects 

 

Figure 4-35 Interaction Plot for Defects 
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Figure 4-36 Pareto Chart of the Standardized Effects for Defects 

The significant effects on the defects are displayed in Figure 4-36 sorted by their 

magnitude. It shows that the interaction effects of GL, DL, GK, DF and AE have 

the largest magnitude. Also, 3WI like CGH, AFK and AHK are considered 

significant. Compared to the investigation in the post-processing, there are even 

more interaction effects present in the significant effects and it is very unusual 

that the main effect with the biggest magnitude (L) is only the eighth largest effect 

overall. Other significant main effects are K and D with a very low margin above 

the significance level. The other factors have insignificant main effects which are 

kept in the model. The significant interaction effects are additional to the 

previously mentioned, AH, AB, DJ, CK, CJ, BH, BD, DK, HK, CE, GJ and EH. All 

these interactions are highlighted in Figure 4-35. The exact magnitude and sign 

of the effects as well as the F-values and p-values can be found in Appendix D.  

The mathematical model fitted to the data can be found in Appendix D. It is 

evaluated by the coefficients of determination ^� = 93,49% and ^_`W� = 83,60%. 

The residuals can be seen in Figure 4-37. They are plotted against the fitted 

values as well as against the observation order. In the normal probability plot and 

the histogram, it can be checked if the residuals are normally distributed.  
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Figure 4-37 Residual Plots for Defects 

The results of the investigation of the defects are very interesting as they display 

an unusually high amount of significant 2WI and 3WI. This shows that the 

occurrence of defects cannot be explained simply by the influence of a single 

factor but by the interaction of two or even three factors. As the insignificance of 

3WI or higher was one of the main assumptions in the fractional factorial design 

of the experiment (see section 3.2.2), these interactions are confounded with all 

main effects and 2WI. It is therefore not easy to interpret the label effects 2WI, as 

they could also occur due to confounded 3WI. An experiment plan with a higher 

resolution is necessary to distinguish between these interaction effects. As there 

is data available for all specimens, the experiment plan is orthogonal and 

balanced so that the resolution of IV is achieved.  

Also interesting is the behaviour of the residuals in Figure 4-37. The normal 

probability plot and the histogram show that the residuals are not normally 

distributed. A possible explanation for this is that the factors and the defects are 

not in a linear relationship, but that there are a lot of specimens that have no 

defects and some that have such a serious defect that the build of the specimen 

fails. There are just a few specimens that have defects in the middle of this.  
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5. Conclusion and Outlook 

This section is divided into two parts. The first part contains a conclusion on the 

advantages and disadvantages of the used DoE method. In the second part an 

outlook on the possibilities of future developments in the field of this degree 

project is given.  

5.1. Conclusion 

This degree project shows the advantages but also the limits of the DoE method. 

As mentioned in section 3.2, the method provides a lot of information with a 

limited amount of specimens and is thereby very data-efficient. This can be seen 

in the results of the responses Mass and Print time, in which significant main 

effects and interaction effects are detected. Nevertheless, this success is closely 

bound to the quality of the input data. For Mass and Print time the input data is 

continuous, objective and fully available for all specimens.  

If the data is not continuous and objective, as for the Break-out characteristics, 

the analysis of the results with the ANOVA method becomes unreliable. That is 

because a requirement for the ANOVA method to work are normally distributed 

observations on every level. This is also mentioned in section 3.3.1. The 

response Defects also lacks normally distributed observations and the analysis 

with the ANOVA method becomes less reliable as well.  

If the data is not fully available, the results become unpredictable and not 

evaluable, as there is unwanted aliasing of effects. This can be observed for the 

response Post-processing time. As a conclusion, one should not consider 

consecutive responses with one single specimen (as the post-processing 

consecutively follows the break-out). These consecutive responses involve the 

danger of missing data in the second response if something unexpected happens 

during the investigation of the first response, e.g. the specimen is not analysable 

in the second response anymore if it breaks while analysing the first response. 

Another danger of consecutive responses is the multiple analysis of certain data, 

e.g. a not breakable support structure leads to bad results in Break-out 

characteristics and Post-processing time.  
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The success of the responses of Mass and Print time is linked to their linear 

dependence on the factor settings. If more complex responses are analysed like 

the response Defects in this degree project, a higher resolution as well as more 

levels should be considered.  

A general conclusion on the conduction of the experiments is to focus on the 

exact execution of the experimental plan. Necessary changes during the 

conduction of the experiment should be done in accordance with the experimental 

plan to achieve a high validity of the experiments. Additionally, the necessity of 

the documentation of as many details as possible should be underlined, as this 

makes the later analysis and troubleshooting of the experiments more 

comprehensible.  

5.2. Outlook 

Regarding the design of experiments, there are several steps that could be taken 

in the future. In the short-term, a series of experiments could be conducted with 

less factors and a higher resolution to ensure the analysis of not aliased 

significant factors on the post-processing time and the defects, as these were not 

interpretable in this degree project. Especially for the defects, this is an interesting 

and important step, as they potentially destroy the whole build job when not dealt 

with correctly. With a new experimental plan, one could also extend the range 

between the levels of the factors. In the medium-term, the experimental plan 

could be extended to cover more than two levels per factor, so that the 

relationship between the factors and the responses is not only described linearly 

but at least quadratically. This could potentially lead to a more realistic 

mathematical model. Additionally, the effects need to be crosschecked on their 

dependency of different uncontrollable variables, e.g. orientation of the supported 

surface, part geometry, part size, etc. In the long-term, the different responses 

could be summarized to one objective function which would then be optimised 

with classical optimisation algorithms. One way of summarizing the responses to 

one function is to assign financial costs to each individual response. This function 

would then be optimised by minimisation of this cost function.  
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Regarding the XXXXXXXX™ process and the support structure generation, there 

are also future steps that should be taken. In the short-term the results of this 

degree project need to be validated, as some basic parameters like the machine 

and the material were altered after the experiments had been conducted. In the 

medium-term different kinds of support structures like line or tree supports should 

also be investigated. With this information a detailed support structure strategy 

could be developed. In the long-term, the generation of support structures could 

also be done by simulating thermal stresses and optimising the support structures 

for each individual part. 
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